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Nuance Document
Imaging Solutions
for Healthcare.
Securely automate paper and electronic
workflows to increase productivity, protect PHI,
reduce costs, and improve patient care.
While the imperative to attain fully
electronic-based health records
has garnered a lot of attention,
the reality is that most healthcare
organizations still handle a lot of
paper today—and will continue to for
the foreseeable future.
This continued creation and use
of paper documents decreases
productivity, increases costs and
PHI security risks, and impedes
efforts to achieve Meaningful Use as
providers implement EHR systems.
Document Imaging Healthcare
Solutions from Nuance
Nuance document imaging
solutions allow healthcare
organizations to securely capture,
process, route, print and share
documents across the facility.
With these document scanning,
conversion, print management,
and PDF creation and editing
solutions—healthcare organizations
can focus less on managing paper
and more on what matters most—
securely delivering higher quality,
lower cost patient care.

eCopy Medical
Advanced healthcare document
processing
eCopy Medical turns network
scanners and MFPs into secure
on-ramps to the EHR, ECM and other
endpoints, accelerating information
access and making the patient
record more complete. With a few
simple button presses at the MFP, a
document can be securely scanned
and indexed to the EHR.
As the world’s best-selling
document scanning and workflow
solution for MFPs, eCopy Medical
provides everything needed to
automate paper-to-digital workflows
easily and securely. With additional
connectors for leading ECM, fax
server, and other popular business
applications, eCopy Medical can
help healthcare organizations
improve document workflows
across all departments.
Benefits of eCopy Medical:
––Safeguarding PHI with access
control, delivery confirmation,
redaction, encryption and
complete audit trails
––Simplified point-of-care scanning
to accelerate information access
––Standardized interface across
capture devices to support HIM
scanning protocols
–– Integration with popular EHRs,
ECMs, fax servers, and other key
systems

A Complete Document Imaging
Portfolio for Healthcare
Nuance helps healthcare providers
increase productivity, protect PHI,
reduce costs and improve care by:
––Accelerating and standardizing
clinical document capture across
the organization
––Tightening security of patient
information workflows and
strengthening HIPAA compliance
frameworks
––Improving accessibility
and usability of clinical and
administrative information at the
desktop
––Eliminating wasteful printing
and dramatically reducing print
volumes
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eCopy PDF Pro Office
Reduce PDF licensing costs and
securely automate healthcare
PDF tasks
Nuance’s eCopy PDF Pro Office is
the smarter PDF desktop software
companion to MFPs. It is a powerful,
easy-to-use PDF solution that lets
healthcare workers create, convert,
collaborate and secure files like never
before—all at a price that makes
sense.
By improving the accessibility and
usability of clinical documents
at the desktop, eCopy PDF Pro
Office improves security and
compliance and provides dramatic
productivity gains. From the creation
and combination of PDFs, to the
construction of fillable forms, to
the annotation, redaction, mark-up
and encryption of healthcare
documents—PDF Pro Office
simplifies once “hard to do” tasks.
Benefits of eCopy PDF Pro Office:
––Significant time savings with fillable
and savable forms
––Increased productivity with
improved ability to create, merge,
modify, mark up, search, and
highlight PDFs
––Enhanced document security and
control to protect PHI
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Equitrac Office
Secure printing, improved
compliance, and reduced costs
Unmanaged printing is an untapped
opportunity for healthcare
organizations looking to reduce
costs and increase profitability.
Equitrac Office® print management
software helps healthcare
organizations manage and regain
control of their print environment
while increasing document security,
enhancing security compliance, and
dramatically reducing costs.

To learn how Nuance can help you
meet your healthcare challenges,
please visit www.nuance.com
or contact your Nuance sales
representative today.

Equitrac Office delivers these benefits
by authenticating users, automatically
enforcing printing rules, and
accurately identifying and allocating
document costs—giving healthcare
organizations complete visibility and
control of all printing activity.
Equitrac Office’s Follow-You Printing®
technology utilizes authentication at
printers and MFPs to allow users to
retrieve their print jobs at any output
device, making print resources
more accessible and convenient. By
controlling access to output devices
and tracking every document printed,
Equitrac Office reduces the risk of
exposing Patient Health Information
(PHI) and plays an important role
in a healthcare provider’s HIPAA
Compliance Framework.
Benefits of Equitrac Office:
––Increased security of PHI and
enhanced HIPAA compliance
framework
––Convenient and secure access to
document output wherever needed
with Follow-You Printing®
––Significant cost savings and
reduced waste with robust print
rules and routing
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